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Foreign Ministry on UN Presidential Statement of on "Cheonan"

Pyongyang, July 10 (KCNA) -- A spokesman for the DPRK Foreign
Ministry on Saturday gave the following answer to the question raised by
KCNA as regards the issue of the presidential statement of the United
Nations Security Council on the "Cheonan" case:
The south Korean authorities brought up the case for discussion at the
UNSC, but it concluded the discussion on this issue by issuing its
presidential statement devoid of any proper judgment and conclusion
without adopting any resolution on it.
A particular mention should be made of the fact that the UNSC took
heed of the reactions of the countries concerned including the DPRK which
clarified that it had nothing to do with the case.
The discussion could not have ended up otherwise as the UNSC hastily
tabled and handled the case before the truth of the case has been probed.
This clearly proves what a foolish calculation the U.S. and south Korea
made when they were recklessly behaving in so great haste to do harm to
the DPRK for no reason.
We take note of the presidential statement saying that "the Security
Council encourages the settlement of outstanding issues on the Korean
Peninsula by peaceful means to resume direct dialogue and negotiation
through appropriate channels."
The "Cheonan" case should have been settled between the north and
the south without referring it to the UN.
The DPRK remains unchanged in its stand to probe the truth about the
case to the last.

The south Korean authorities should strictly preserve the scene of the
incident including the state of seabed as they were till the inspection team
of the National Defence Commission of the DPRK reaches there.
The recent development in which the overall situation on the Korean
Peninsula reached a point of explosion in a moment due to a conspiratorial
farce once again reminds us of the danger of the present cease-fire and the
urgency to establish a peace-keeping regime.
The DPRK will make consistent efforts for the conclusion of a peace
treaty and the denuclearization through the six-party talks conducted on
equal footing.
If the hostile forces persist in such provocations as demonstration of
forces and sanctions in contravention of the presidential statement which
calls for "avoiding conflicts and averting escalation" on the Korean
Peninsula, they will neither be able to escape the DPRK's strong physical
retaliation nor will be able to evade the responsibility for the resultant
escalation of the conflict.

